UAC Meeting

Orientation Plans
April 30, 2020
OVERVIEW

• Summer Start Plans
• Freshman Students
• Transfer Students
• Orientation Leaders
May Sessions

- Advised for Summer School classes ONLY

- Participate in virtual Orientation and register for fall semester courses

- Instructions via email April 29
1. Virtual Day of Orientation
2. Pre-Orientation Advising Modules and Worksheet
3. Going Garnet 101 Modules
4. Cocky’s Coop (NSO Online Network)
5. Virtual Resource Fair
6. In-person Orientation programming in Fall
Academic Components

• Pre-Orientation Advising Modules
  • Worksheet Complete

• College Visit: 10:00am/eastern
  • Use of Blackboard Collaborate

• Academic Advising & Registration
  • 11:00am-5:00pm
  • Microsoft Teams
  • Assignment Process

• College Caps
• Students will complete virtual Orientation together
• Academic College Information is embedded within the virtual Orientation
  • No Pre-Orientation Advising Modules (exception is the Advising Worksheet)
  • College Videos/Information is specific based on student’s major/college
• Participate in a Transfer Student Panel at the end of the day
• Academic Advisement and Registration  
  • Released upon completion of Day 1 (will receive an email with time within 24 hours, but date is seen immediately)  
  • Assignment Process and Timeframe follows Freshman student (except release of time/date)  

• Participate in a Virtual Orientation Session
Orientation Leaders

• Work with you based on college’s needs

• Will be available during Advising/Registration times to help

• Academic Colleges on Cocky’s Coop
Change of Major

- Before Orientation
- During Orientation
- After Orientation
Final Thought or Two
Questions?